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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the main priorities of hospital design have been function,
efficiency and cost. This has too often resulted in unattractive and unpleasant
clinical spaces where patients are seen as machines needing to be ‘fixed’,
friends and whānau are seen as a nuisance, and staff are tired and stressed.
A great deal of research has been conducted however, exploring a more
holistic approach to human wellness, where the notion that the human being
is a perfect organism which is every now and then attacked and damaged
is no longer accepted. Instead, it is acknowledged that mental and physical
health are inter-dependent and that every person is located somewhere on a
continuum of health to illness and the question can always be asked ‘how can
this person be healthier?’
This project explores salutogenic (or health promoting) design and how the
architectural properties of natural light can be harnessed to positively influence
patient, staff and visitor wellness in a hospital setting.

developing a natural lighting strategy and ultimately applying this to different
spaces within a hospital building.
A new ward tower is proposed for the North Shore Hospital campus. This is
relevant because the existing wards on this site have been identified by the
Waitemata District Health Board as insufficient (in both design and size) and
plans for new wards are currently underway. The new tower proposed in
this project is designed only to an extent where a variety of different spaces
are allowed to emerge in order for the application and analysis of the natural
lighting strategy.
This project remains theoretical and following this research the next step
would be to apply this strategy to a healthcare building and measure wellness
outcomes of patients and staff. Measurable wellness indicators include length
of stay, intake of pain medication and subjective pain/happiness scores before
and after the natural lighting intervention.

The process involves understanding, exploring and categorising different types
of natural light, identifying the potential wellness outcomes of each type,
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
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‘The adjectives used to describe
hospitals include dehumanizing,
depersonalizing, neutering,
frightening, uncaring. I have
never heard anyone describe a
hospital as beautiful, peaceful,
healing, warm, joyous.’
- Roslyn Lindheim, 1979 1

1
Stephen F. Verderber,
Windowness and Human Behavior
in the Hospital Rehabilitation
Environment, (Michigan, 1983), 17.

Fig. 1
Corridor in ward ten
of the North Shore Hospital.
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BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
When starting this project, the author conducted a small and unscientific
experiment in which she asked a collection of people living in New Zealand to
close their eyes and imagine walking through a hospital. She then asked them
to describe what they saw. Without fail each participant proceeded to describe,
in various combinations, white hallways, fluorescent lighting, the smell of
disinfectant, and disruptive, repetitive noises. They described nurses and
doctors in a hurry and the feeling of being out of place and lost.

disease’ to ‘health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmary’.2

There is of course no escaping the fact that healthcare facilities are often
places of sadness, pain and fear. However, for reasons which will be explored
further in this document our hospitals are often places where functionality and
efficiency are the primary and seemingly only architectural considerations.
Places where technology and machinery are prioritised over human social,
emotional and spiritual needs.

This project focuses on the part that hospital architecture, more specifically
the architectural element ‘light’ can play in promoting health by positively
influencing the stress levels of patients, whānau and staff. The project looks
at how this can lead to positive wellness outcomes such as reduced recovery
times, reduced need for pain medication and fewer staff errors.

There is now however, more and more evidence to suggest that our mental
and physical wellbeing is in fact connected and influenced by a broad range
of factors. In healthcare, we are moving towards a holistic approach, looking
at the many contributing factors of health. In New Zealand for example, both
Auckland University and Massey University now offer Health Psychology as
a subject and many Psychology departments such as at Waikato University are
including Positive Psychology in their teaching syllabus. Recently the World
Health Organization revised their definition of health from ‘the absence of

From a research perspective, health can be divided into ‘pathogenic’ and
‘salutogenic’.3 Pathogenic research investigates why certain factors cause
disease, often with the aim of finding medical treatments. Salutogenic research
is instead based on factors that maintain and promote health.

2
3

World Health Organisation, “WHO definition of health,” accessed August 2014,
www.who.int/about/definition/en/print.html. 		
“The Therapeutic Benefits of Salutogenic Hospital Design,” Healthmanagement.org
14, no.3 (2012), https://healthmanagement.org/c/hospital/issuearticle/the-therapeuticbenefits-of-salutogenic-hospital-design
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PROJECT OUTLINE
The North Shore Hospital is located by Lake Pupuke in Takapuna, Auckland
and was opened in 1958. It is administered by the Waitemata District Health
Board (WDHB) and provides health services to approximately 570,000
residents of North Shore City, Waitakere City and Rodney District.4
The WDHB is currently developing the ‘Waitemata 2025’ plan, which will
address the ‘steadily increasing demand for more beds needed to cater for
the largest and fastest growing population of any health district in New
Zealand’5 and a team has been established to look at strategies to manage this
growth. Among other things, the team is currently working on a project called
‘The Ideal Ward’ and another called ‘Better Sleep in Hospitals’. Dr. Robyn
Whittaker and Martin Orr in their roles as Clinical and Research leads for the
Waitemata Health IT and Creative Design Centre have provided the author
with valuable insights, which have influenced the direction of this project.

The wards at North Shore Hospital are currently located on levels 2-10 of the
ten-story tower block. The WDHB have identified that these wards are in dire
need of re-design and expansion. A feasibility study was carried out by the
WDHB and they decided against re-using the existing tower, favoring instead
the build of new wards.6
This project looks at how the health-promoting properties of natural light can
be harnessed in specific spaces within a new ward tower on the grounds of the
North Shore Hospital.

		
4
5
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Healthpoint, “North Shore Hospital,” accessed April 2016, www.healthpoint.		
co.nz/north-shore-hospital.
Waitemata District Health Board, “Waitemata 2025,” Accessed October 2015,
www.waitematadhb.govt.nz/DHB-Planning/Waitemata-2025.
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Dr. Robyn Whittaker, public health physician, Research & Innovation at WDHB,
Interview by Author, North Shore Hospital, May 2016

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The main objective of this project is to develop a natural lighting strategy
for typical spaces within a healthcare building such as the main entry, patient
room and circulation spaces. This outlines how the properties of natural
light can be harnessed in these specific spaces to help achieve health benefits
associated with reduced physical, emotional and spiritual stress.

View of ex.
tower below

The theory of salutogenic design is explored, looking at how environmental
design factors have the potential to improve the hospital experience for
patients, staff and whānau. In particular, the visual and non-visual properties
of the environmental design factor ‘natural light’ are examined and explored.
The project proposes a new ward tower on the shore of Lake Pupuke at
North Shore Hospital to replace the existing tower. The natural lighting
design of spaces within the tower will serve as as an example of how the
proposed natural lighting strategy can in future be utilised in the design of any
healthcare building.

Fig. 2
Site plan
showing existing North
Shore hospital complex.

Fig. 3
View of
existing North Shore
Hospital from Lake
Pupuke.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
How can the visual and non-visual benefits of natural light be harnessed in the
design of various spaces within a new ward tower at Auckland’s North Shore
Hospital to create environments encouraging holistic wellbeing for patients,
staff and whānau and thereby improving health, safety and productivity
outcomes?

Fig. 4
Koshino
House by Tadao Ando
who is one of the great
masters of natural light in
Architecture.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This project investigates how the benefits of health-promoting environmental
design factors, specifically natural light, can be harnessed in hospital ward
design. A ward tower has been designed to the extent where spaces emerged
which allowed for the application and analysis of a natural lighting strategy.
This means that while the functional requirements of, for example a patient
room or ward layout have been investigated and applied, this was done only
so far as to ensure that these spaces are realistic and to ensure that the natural
lighting concept can easily be modified and applied in a real situation.
The focus of this project is on natural not artificial lighting. The latter is to a
large degree, the domain of lighting designers who in most cases complete
a degree covering technical subject matter which is necessary knowledge
for a comprehensive and accurate artificial lighting design. Natural lighting
however is an architectural and building element that belongs squarely in the
scope of the architect and has been chosen as the focus of this project.

16

The WDHB is currently developing plans to build new wards at the North
Shore hospital, so this project is very topical. The design of a hospital,
however, is a very complex undertaking, occupying a team of experts for a
number of years. This project does not aim to design a new ward tower in full,
with all its complex functional requirements. For this reason, the planning
restrictions of the lake-front site including height restrictions, possible
easements, site coverage etc have been excluded from this project.
Finally, the cost limitations that a real-world proposal would need to adhere
to have not been considered in this project. The benefits of salutogenic design
include quicker recovery times, less pain medication intake, less instances of
post hospital syndrome, and more. These provide long term cost savings that
are difficult to quantify but arguably no less valid.

METHODS
The WDHB identified the need for a strategy to tackle the predicted growth in
the district including new wards at the North Shore Hospital. This means that
there are a number of people from different fields working on different subject
matter related to and of interest to this project.
Therefore in the first instance, a priority was to meet with various experts
to discuss different aspects relevant to the project, such as specific site
information about the North Shore Hospital, insight into the future plans of the
WDHB, information about various health related studies and expert lighting
advice. This established context and helped to develop the direction of the
project.
Literature was then reviewed on salutogenic design, environmental design
factors, the relationship between light and wellness, and hospital design
throughout history in order to develop a natural lighting design strategy.

In order to test this strategy, a ward tower was designed on the North Shore
Hospital grounds. It is an important functional aspect of a hospital that patient
rooms and ward layouts are uniform, therefore the design methodology was
one of repetition, from small to big. First, a patient room was designed. This
room was then multiplied and arranged to form a ward, which was then
vertically multiplied to form a tower. The intermediary spaces then of course
needed attention, such as the atrium, non-ward floors, the approach to the
building and the façade.
Several spaces within this tower were then chosen, covering a selection of
private, through to semi-private and public spaces. The newly developed
lighting strategy was then applied to these spaces, reviewed, amended and
reviewed again, until the final design proposal was reached.
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2.0

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE
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The understanding that there is an interaction between the built environment
and human health is not new. Already in the 20th century, Florence
Nightingale wrote a series of notes describing how the physical environment is
vital for good health, whereby she mentions noise, air quality and daylight as
important factors affecting a person’s mood. She said:

‘People say the effect is only in the mind. It is no such thing. The effect is on
the body, too. Little as we know about the way in which we are affected by
form, by colour, and by light, we do know this; they have an actual physical
effect.’ 7
In 2004, Roger Ulrich, Craig Zimring, et al. conducted a literature review
titled ‘The Role Of The Physical Environment In The Hospital Of The 21st
Century’.8 This review covers 600 publications and is a comprehensive
summary of the knowledge at the time.
Building on this, in 2008, Roger Ulrich, Craig Zimring, et al. published ‘A
Review of the Research Literature on Evidence-Based Healthcare Design’9
which ‘surveys and evaluates the scientific research on evidence-based

7
8
9

Florence Nightingale, Notes on Nursing: What it is and what it is not, (1860), 84.
Roger Urlich et al., “The role of the physical environment in the hospital of the 21st
century.” The Center for Health Design (2004).
Roger Ulrich et al., “A review of the research literature on evidence-based healthcare
design.” HERD: Health Environments Research & Design Journal 1, no. 3 (2008): 61125.

healthcare design and extracts its implications for designing better and safer
hospitals.’
For reasons which will be explored further in this document, the 1920s
marked the beginning of an era where function, efficiency and cost were the
main factors influencing the design of hospitals. Then in the 1980s, the term
salutogenic was coined and since then a substantial amount of research has
been conducted linking environmental factors to increased wellbeing. There
has been an increase in experts in salutogenic, evidence-based hospital design
and an increase in built examples and objective evaluations of these built
examples.
Light has long been recognised by architects and builders as an important and
highly versatile tool in architectural design and there are countless quotes by
well-known architects recognising the pivotal role that light plays in informing
and creating space. For example ‘A room is not a room without natural light’
by Louis Kahn, or the famous ‘Architecture is the learned game, correct and
magnificent, of forms assembled in light’ by Le Corbusier.
The book ‘The Architecture of Natural Light’10 by Henry Plummer is a
particularly in-depth examination of the relationship between light and
architecture.
10

Henry Plummer, The architecture of natural light, (Thames & Hudson, 2009).
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THEORY OF SALUTOGENESIS
The term ‘salutogenic design’ was coined by the sociologist Aaron
Antonovsky who was born in the USA and moved to Israel after completing
his PHD. He was interested in the relationship between stress, health and
wellbeing. In 1979 he wrote the book ‘Health, Stress and Coping’11 and in
1987 ‘Unraveling the Mystery of Health’.12
Aaron Antonovsky’s theory of salutogenesis suggests that healthcare and
medical science has been too focused on factors that cause illness rather than
factors that cause wellness, and too focused on curing disease rather than
looking at factors which could prevent it. The word salutogenic comes from
the latin ‘salus’ meaning health and ‘genesis’ meaning origin.
Antonovsky suggests that while the idea of psychosomatic diseases (where
something in the mind leads to disease) was revolutionary back in the 1930’s,
it implies what he calls a ‘dualistic’ way of thinking. Instead he sees all
human distress to be that of an ‘integrated organism with a psychic, social and
somatic aspect’.13
He also says that it is wrong to think of the human organism as a perfect
machine which is ‘now and then attacked and damaged’, instead looking and
11
12
13
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Aaron Antonovsky, Health, Stress and Coping (San Francisco, Jossey-Bass 		
Publishers, 1979).
Aaron Antonovsky, Unraveling The Mystery of Health - How People Manage Stress
and Stay Well, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1987).
Aaron Antonovsky, “The Salutogenic Model as a Theory to Guide Health Promotion,”
Health Promotion International 11, no. 1 (1996), 11.

wellness and illness on a continuum whereby the human organism is subject
to ‘unavoidable entropic processes’. The salutogenic model calls for an
acknowledgment of the human being as hugely complex whereby in every
situation and regardless of the particular ailment an individual is currently
suffering from, the question can always be asked ‘how can this person be
moved toward greater health?’

SENSE OF COHERENCE
In his book ‘Health, Stress and Coping’, Antonovsky discusses the ‘sense
of coherence’14 which is a theory explaining the effect of stress on human
functioning. The theory states that regardless of the specific stress factor a
person may encounter in their lives, and regardless of that person’s perception
of and response to such events, what determines whether this stress will cause
harm is whether or not it violates the person’s sense of coherence. The sense
of coherence comprises three parts, Comprehensibility, Manageability and
Meaningfulness (see fig. 3). Research has shown that it is possible to predict a
persons health by measuring their sense of coherence.15

14
15

Aaron Antonovsky, Health, Stress and Coping (San Francisco, Jossey-Bass 		
Publishers, 1979).
Sakari Suominena et al., “Sense of Coherence as a Predictor of Subjective State of
Health Results of 4 Years of Follow-up of Adults,” Journal of Psychosomatic Research,
no. 50 (2001).

Comprehensibility
The belief that the world is
understandable, things happen in a
predictable and orderly way and it can be
predicted what may happen in the future.

Manageability
The belief that one has the
resources, skills, ability,
support and help to take
care of things and to meet
situations. The belief that
things are manageable and
within one’s control.

Sense
of
Coherence

Meaningfulness
The belief that life is worthwhile
and there is reason to care about
what happens. The belief that
things in life are interesting and a
source of satisfaction.

Fig. 5
Diagram illustrating
the three components that
comprise the theory of Sense of
Coherence. (Content by Aaron
Antonovsky).
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN FACTORS
The sense of coherence theory can be translated into environmental design
factors, which can be applied to a healthcare setting (see fig.6).16
There are a number of other individuals and organisations who have created
lists, guidelines and frameworks of environmental design factors to be
considered in healthcare design. Although these lists are often slightly
different, their contents contain many similarities. Three examples are
Heerwagen et al., Kahler Slater Architects and the Planetree Organisation.
Heerwagen et al. created a list of guidelines highlighting the following factors:
‘• Social cohesion, both formal and informal meeting points;
• Personal control for regulating lighting, daylight, sound, temperature, and
access to private rooms; and
• Restoration and relaxation with quiet rooms, soft lighting, access to nature
and a good view.’17
Kahler Slater Architects, which specialises in evidence-based healthcare
design and is responsible for the award winning Martha Jefferson hospital
in Virginia have put together what they call the ‘12 realms of therapeutic
16
17

24

Alan Dilani, “Introduction of WCDH2015 and Salutogenic Approach on Healthcare
and Health Policy”(presentatation, International Academy for Design and Health,
2010).
JH Heerwagen et al., “Environmental design, work, and well being: managing
occupational stress through changes in the workplace environment,” AAOHN Journal:
Official Journal of the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses,		
43, no.9 (1995): 458.

environments’. These are: noise, windows, access to nature, positive
distractions, furniture arrangements, air quality, flooring materials, wayfinding, building layout, ergonomics, single patient rooms, and light.18
And Planetree, an American organisation founded in 1978 have developed
the ‘Planetree Designation’ with ‘eleven core dimensions of Patient-Centered
Care’ including human interactions, promoting patient education, choice
and responsibility, family involvement, dining, food and nutrition, healing
environment and healthy communities.19
So how has it come to be that many of our hospitals seem to completely
disregard these patient-centered environmental design factors?
Laura Gilpin, one of the pioneers of Planetree said:

‘What patients want is not rocket science, which is really unfortunate because
if it were rocket science, we would be doing it. We are great at rocket science.
We love rocket science. What we’re not good at are the things that are so
simple and basic that we overlook them.’ 20

18
19
20

Kahler Slater Inc., “12 realms of therapeutic environments,” accessed October 2014,
www.kahlerslater.com.
Planetree, “planetree designation,” accessed Sept 2014, http://planetree.org/.
Ibid.

Comprehensibility
Wayfinding, Colour, Nature,
Perception, Landmarks, Pleasure.

Manageability
Aesthetic Elements, Natural
Light, Green Environments,
Restoration, Stimuli,
Ergonomics.

Sense
of
Coherence

Meaningfulness
Positive Distraction, Music,
Art, Culture, Pets, Gyms, Social
Support, Comfort, Views.

Fig. 6
Diagram showing the
theory of sense of coherence as
environmental design factors.
(Content by Alan Dilani).
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MODERN HOSPITAL BUILDING
The history of the modern hospital is fascinating and differs between
continents and cultures. One work which provides in-depth insight into the
development of hospitals over time is John Thompson and Grace Golden’s
‘The Hospital, A Social and Architectural History’21 which covers the origins
and evolution of healthcare architecture in western culture up until 1975 when
it was published. Another work ‘Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical
Transformation’22 By Stephen Verderber and David J Fine then commences its
analysis from 1965 onwards.
Another notable work is ‘Innovations in Hospital Architecture’23 also by
Stephen Verderber which includes illustrated timelines and case studies of
various healthcare facilities.
A very brief summary of the six waves of healthcare architecture identified in

inevitable. Nature, the afterlife and spiritual belief played an important role
and the rich received a much higher standard of treatment than the poor. The
Greek Asclepeion was a healing temple, sacred to the god Asclepius, the
Grecian God of Medicine (fig.7).
Then, with the fall of Greece and the rise of Rome most hospitals were built
for military purposes. An example of this typology is the Valetudinaria which
were Roman military hospitals, built near the front lines to treat soldiers (fig.
9). They usually had a capacity of 200-300 patients. They had a quadrangular
plan arranged around a central court with wards arranged either side of a
circulation corridor. The wards accommodated 5 to 8 patents each. Two wards
were often paired and shared a small ‘anteroom’. This indirect access from the
corridor provided quiet, privacy and protection from drafts. This floor plan,
was repeated many times over a century with only minor modifications.24

Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical Transformation follows.

THE ANCIENT
In the healing practices of the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Middle Eastern
and Eastern cultures death seemed to not be feared as much as considered
21
22
23

26

John D. Thompson and Grace Golden, The Hospital: A Social and Architectural
History, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975).
Stephen Verderber and David J Fine, Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical
Transformation, (New Haven and London, 2000).
Stephen Verderber, Innovations in Hospital Architecture, (Routledge, 2010).

In both these typologies, although the windows were small, the rooms were
not very deep which would have allowed light to penetrate well into the
interior spaces. The courtyards would have also encouraged patients to spend
time outside.

24

Dr Warren Kump MD, “Health care delivery systems in ancient Greece and Rome,”
accessed August 2016, http://lanbob.com/lanbob/H-Authors/HA-GreekRomanHp.

Fig. 7
(LEFT)
Asklepeion of Corinth
plan and section.

THE MEDIEVAL
During the middle ages the church rose in power and
was the largest provider of medical treatment. Often
towns would grow to surround the hospital. This period
also marked the rise of the insane asylum. An example
of this typology is the Monastic hospital such as the one
in St Gall Switzerland (fig.11).

THE RENAISSANCE
During the renaissance, enormous palace hospitals were
built in strict neoclassical style with an emphasis on
symmetry and axial configuration. Cities had risen in
population and larger hospitals were built in order to
cope with outbreaks of plague and famine. An example
of this typology is London’s Bethlehem Hospital
(fig.13).
Both the medieval and renaissance hospitals were
generally very large and with only small window
openings and the interior spaces therefore often quite
dark.

Fig. 8
(RIGHT)
Reconstruction of a
typical Asklepeion.

Fig. 9
(LEFT)
Plan of a typical
Valetudinaria.
Fig.10
(RIGHT)
Model of a typical
Valetudinaria.
Fig. 11
(LEFT) Plan
of the St Gall monastery
hospital.
Fig. 12
(RIGHT)
Model of the St Gall
monastery hospital.

Fig .13
(LEFT)
Plan of the Bethlehem
Hospital.
Fig .14
(RIGHT)
Photograph of the
Bethlehem Hospital.
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THE NIGHTINGALE
The nightingale movement came in response to the unpleasant and unhygienic
conditions in the hospitals at the time, which was a result of the cities
becoming overcrowded. In her ‘Notes on Hospitals’ Florence Nightingale
compares mortality rates of hospitals located in large cities versus hospitals
located in small towns and explains how the rate is much higher in the city due
in part to overcrowding and bad hygiene practices.
She outlines many of the considerations we are now rediscovering the
importance of. In her ‘Notes on Hospitals’ she wrote that people are ‘apt
to forget’ the primary purpose of hospitals, and are too often guided by
‘considerations such as cheapness, convenience and the like; whereas, the
professed object in view being to secure the recovery of the sick in the shortest
time, and to obtain the smallest mortality.’25
In her ‘Notes on Nursing’ she writes about ‘utilizing the environment of
the patient to assist him in his recovery’26 and spends a great deal of time
describing the benefits of natural light. She writes that ‘the effect of light in
health and disease has long been recognized (…)’ and that ‘dark barrack-

25
26
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Florence Nightingale, Notes on Hospitals, Third ed., (London, 1863), 26.
Florence Nightingale, Notes on nursing: what it is and what it is not (New York:
Appleton And Company, 1860), 38.

rooms and barrack-rooms with northern aspects, will furnish a larger amount
of sickness than light and sunny rooms.’27 Also, about how one of the ‘kindred
effects’ of light in promoting recovery is the ability to see out a window,
the bright colours of flowers, and the ability to read in bed by the light of a
window close to the bed head. She recognises that this effect is generally
on the mind but then acknowledges that this is ‘perhaps so, but it is no less
on upon the body on that account.’28 Then, she goes on to make concrete
recommendations for hospital design, which includes how to achieve as
much natural light as possible penetrating the interior of the hospital. Her
recommendation is that hospitals should be built with a south-north orientation
and with as many windows as possible.
The typical ‘Nightingale Ward’ is open plan, with 25-30 beds along the walls
of a rectangular ward with one window per bed. There is ordinarily a nursing
station and doctors room at one end and bathrooms at the other. The benefits of
this design are lots of fresh air and ventilation and good visibility for nursing
staff. The disadvantages include lack of privacy and high noise levels.

27
28

Florence Nightingale, Notes on Hospitals, Third ed., (London, 1863), 19.
Ibid., p19.

Fig. 15
A typical
nightingale ward with plenty
of space, natural light and
ventilation.
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THE MINIMALIST MEGAHOSPITAL or ‘BLOCK’ HOSPITAL
In the decades that followed WWII, as the hospital typology grew more
specialised, it became more compartmentalised. The invention of heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning systems (HVAC) and artificial lighting meant
that the pavilion-style nightingale ward was in most part abandoned in the
1920s in favor of the ‘block’ hospital. The block hospital was seen as a more
economic and practical solution, reducing the distances between wards and
circulation space. With new innovations in medical technology such as the
x-ray machine, hospitals soon turned into ‘temples of the medical world’.29
The international style dominated mainstream hospital design whereby
technology, efficiency, practicality and economics became the most important
considerations and the environmental design factors previously recognised as
important lost their value.

hospital. It is also a good example of what Isadore Rosenfield called the
‘matchbox on a muffin’ where patient towers were placed on high-tech
‘platforms’ or bases. This approach was criticised for being unable to deal with
growth and expansion, which is a problem that North Shore Hospital faces
now.
Architect Herbert Mc Laughlin in 1976 spoke of how ‘when standards change,
the nursing units must either be maintained in place, in an inefficient form, or
abandoned.’31 He said that ‘a hospital is the most changing of building types,
and its physical life is uniquely characterised by modification.’
31

Stephen Verderber and David J. Fine, Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical
Transformation, (Yale University Press, 2000), 93.

‘This style is characterized by flat roofs, minimal exterior ornamentation,
monolithic volumes, the use of only one colour, concrete, steel and glass and
a tripartite structure of a below-grade service base, an administrative base at
grade level and a patient tower on top.’30 During this time, there were several
variations of the block hospital, although they all were still influenced by the
same drivers described above.
The North shore hospital, built in 1958 is a prime example of a block
29
30

30

Abram de Swaan, The Architecture of Hospitals (NAi Publishers, 2006), 33.
Stephen Verderber and David J. Fine, Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical
Transformation, (Yale University Press, 2000), 17.

Fig. 16
(LEFT) Various
examples of the block hospital
typology.
Fig. 17
(RIGHT) Built
examples of the 5 typical types of
block hospital.

1. THE BLOCK

2. THE RADIAL

3. THE SAWTOOTH

4. THE TRIANGLE

5. THE ARC

Patient Rooms
Bathrooms
Staff areas

TYPE:

1. THE BLOCK

HOSPITAL
EXAMPLE
Bellevue
Hospital Tower

ARCHITECT YEAR / CITY

HOSPITAL
SIZE

LIGHT

ENSUITE
RATIO

NURSE/
PATIENT
VISIBILITY

DRIVERS

CRITICISM

Pomerance
and Breines

1964 - 1974
New York

- 25 Floors
- 2000 Beds
- 186 Beds per
average floor

Poor. All patient rooms with
small windows only.
No natural light to interior
spaces and nurses areas.

1 per 3 beds
(Inboard)

Poor

- Minimal travel distances
- Each floor with its own
diagnostics, administration etc
- Artificial illumination + HVAC

Mutliple
Contributors

1963 - 1965
Texas

High

- Minimal travel distances
- Bed placement allows for
- Maximises visual contact between minimal views
staff and patient
- Loss of privacy

Stone,
Marraccini
and Patterson

1912 - 1965
Daly City,
California

1 per 2 beds
(Inboard)

Medium

- Minimal travel distances
- Better views from rooms

- Placement of beds reduces
views

4. THE
TRIANGLE

Lane Pavilion,
Point Pleasant
Hospital

Gordon
Powers

1963 - 1964
New Jersey

Good. All patient rooms with
windows and natural light to
nurses areas but some rooms
with inferior views.
Good. All patient rooms with
windows but bed placement
reduces views.
Natural light to nurses areas.
Poor. Only small windows due
to bathroom placement.

1 per 2 beds
(Outboard)

Mary’s Help
Hospital

- 5 Floors
- 315 Beds
- 62 Beds per
average floor
- 10 Floors
- 250 Beds
- 44 Beds per
average floor
- 2 Floors
- 64 Beds
- 32 beds per
average floor

1 per 2 beds
(Outboard)

Poor

- Reduced construction costs
compared to Radial
- Economical sizing of core unit

5. THE ARC

Stamford
Hospital
Extension

E. Todd
Wheeler and
the Perkins
and Will
Partnership

1966 - 1969
Connecticut

- 4 Floors
- 192 beds
- 64 beds per
average floor

Good. All patient rooms with
window. Natural light to
nurses areas.

1 per 2 beds
(Outboard)

Medium

- Arc of corridors makes them
appear shorter
- Sweeping exterior a result of inner
planning determinants

- Exterior walls unavailable
for windows due to
washroom placement
- Small windows
-Beds uncomfortably close
together
- Monolithic
- Inflexible layout

2. THE RADIAL Scott and White
Memorial
Hospital

3. THE
SAWTOOTH

- Stark concrete exterior
- Lack of natural daylight,
or meaningful connection to
natural environment
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THE HOSPICE MOVEMENT, POSTMODERNISM and SALUTOGENIC DESIGN
In the early 1970s in healthcare there was a change in emphasis from the
treatment of sickness to the maintenance of health. Following this, new types
of healthcare facilities were born, such as outpatient clinics, mobile health
clinics, community mental health clinics, and longer-term rehabilitation
clinics.

The Hospice Movement
The book ‘on death and dying’ by Elisabeth Kuebler-Ross32 called to attention
the current attitudes towards death and dying and questioned the attitude that
the death of a patient is always a failure. Hospices were the first places where
the focus was on palliative rather than restorative care.

32

32

Elisabeth Kuebler-Ross, On Death and Dying, (Taylor & Francis, 2009).

Post-modernism
The postmodernist movement challenged the doctrines of the modernist
movement and gave architects the freedom of colour, ornament, and generally
unorthodox use of form and materials. Hospitals were (due to their size and
specialized nature) among the last to be reached by this trend.
Salutogenic or Patient-Centered Design
As previously discussed, Anton Antonovsky coined the word Salutogenesis in
1979 and since then there has been a steady increase in the use of salutogenic
design principles in hospital design, looking at factors that cause wellness
rather than factors which cause disease (fig. 18). There are a number of
notable examples overseas, one of which is the Credit Valley Hospital in
Ontario by Farrow Partnership which is examined further in this document.

RESEARCHING CAUSE OF WELLNESS

SALUTOGENESIS
ILLNESS

WELLNESS
PATHOGENESIS

RESEARCHING CAUSE OF ILLNESS
DEVELOPING CURES

Fig 18
Diagram comparing a
salutogenic approach to research
with a pathogenic approach.
Adapted from diagram by Dr.
Horst Noack.
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THE WAITEMATA DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
In 2015, the WDHB conducted a health needs assessment, which provides
a useful demographic breakdown of the current district as well as future
predictions of growth. Below is a summary of the key points.33
The WDHB currently serves a population of 577,000 people across the North
Shore, Waitakere, and Rodney with 9.7% Māori, 7.3% Pacific, 20% Asian and
63% European or ‘other’. There is a large migrant population with one third
born overseas.
There is significant population growth predicted with the district projected
to increase by a third by 2034. The population is expected to become
increasingly older with the number of people 65 and older expected to double
from 74,000 to 153,000 making up 20% of the total rather than the current
13%. The Māori and Asian percentages are also expected to grow.
The Waitemata health district has the healthiest and longest living population
in the country. Life expectancy is 85.1 years, which is 3 years higher than
the national figure. Various health challenges have been identified such as
reducing inequalities in health outcomes, supporting healthier lifestyles, access
to mental health services and the provision of equal rights for Māori and nonMāori.
33

34

Waitemata District Heath Board, “Health Needs Assessment,” accessed June 2016,
www.waitematadhb.govt.nz/Portals/0/Documents/Planning/			
HealthNeedsAssessments/W DHB2015HealthNeedsAssessment.pdf.

The New Zealand Health Strategy includes a set of principles to acknowledge
and guide the provision of equal rights for Māori and non-Māori. This includes
providing information on Māori health needs and describing health from a
Māori world view.
Between 2007 and 2013 acute admission to hospital increased by 20% and
ED attendance by 50%. This may be in part due to improved facilities. A
need to focus on prevention and access to primary healthcare and community
healthcare has been identified to reduce the amount of acute cases.
Currently people aged 65 and over make up 13% of the population but account
for 30% of medical/surgical discharges and 45% of beds used.
Applying the predicted population growth, including the predicted increase
in proportion of older people, by 2026 Waitemata District will need 381
additional beds.
Summary:
WDHB is a fast growing district, with a predicted increase in people of Māori
and Asian ethnicities and an increase in persons over 65 years. While it is
important to increase preventative care, and to explore non-hospital treatment
settings, there is no avoiding a need for more hospital beds. Currently the
hospital tower at North Shore Hospital has 272 beds on 8 floors. This proposal
aims to double this figure.

CORE HOSPITAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The WDHB have also compiled a document outlining their four
core design principles shown in this diagram.34

1. Flexible and Future
Focused Design
Adaptability for future uses
and new models of care while
providing functional spaces for
today’s patients and staff.

3. Inclusive Planning and
Universal Design
Designing with and for
everyone using the services

34

2. Enhanced Patient
and Whanau
Experiences
Including welcoming
environments

4. Health Promoting
Environments
Including safe and secure
environments for all and
promoting independence
in patients caring for
themselves

Waitemata District Heath Board, “Core Design Principles,” accessed
June 2016, http://www.waitematadhb.govt.nz/Portals/0/Documents/
Planning/New-Projects/WDHBcoreDesignPrinciples.pdf.

Fig. 19
Diagram illustrating the four core hospital design principles as
identified by the Waitemata District Health Board.
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Light

1. Flexible and Future
Focused Design

2. Enhanced Patient
and Whanau
Experiences

3. Inclusive Planning and
Universal Design

4. Health Promoting
Environments

Light is of course the main focus of this project, but cannot be considered in
isolation because environmental factors are often inter-related. A connection
to the outdoors for example, can serve as a positive distraction and reduced
noise can improve sleep. Light in particular can positively influence many
different aspects of staff and patient wellness. For example, there are ways
in which light can be used to improve connection to the outdoors, to promote
sleep, to improve wayfinding, create positive distractions and support wellness
behaviours.
NOISE

SLEEP

CONNECTION TO THE
OUTDOORS
LIGHT

4. HEALTH PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTS
Principal number 4 on the diagram, Health Promoting Environments, is the
primary focus of this project. As discussed earlier in the document, there are
various environmental design factors which have the ability to influence a
person’s sense of coherence, promoting health and wellbeing for patients,
visitors and staff. These include noise, connection to the outdoors, promoting
good sleep, wayfinding, positive distractions, patient controlled environments,
supporting wellness behaviors and, of course, light.
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WAYFINDING

PATIENT CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENTS

Fig. 20
Diagram illustrating the core hospital
design principal which will be the focus of this
project.
Fig. 21
Diagram illustrating the environmental
design factors important to this project.

Chapter 3 of this document is dedicated to the evironmental factor light,
specifically natural light, but the next few pages will briefly cover these other
factors which are important to consider when designing health promoting
environments and are affected by natural light.

Connection to the Outdoors
A number of studies have been conducted connecting patient wellness with
connection to the outdoors. Roger Ulrich conducted one such study where one
group of patients had a view of trees and another group had a view of a brick
wall. The group with the view of the trees had significantly reduced recovery
times compared to those with the view of the wall. Also, patients with the tree
view took less moderate and strong pain relief doses and more mild pain relief
such as aspirin.35
A view of nature has been shown to reduce anxiety and serves as a positive

It Is, and What It Is Not’ Florence Nightingale identified that ‘Unnecessary
noise, then, is the most cruel absence of care which can be inflicted either on
sick or well.’
Busch-Vishniac, conducted a noise survey at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore and found that in all locations of the hospital and at all times of the
day sound exceeded the levels of the WHO guidelines, which suggest patient
room noise of no more than 35dbA during the day and 30dbA at night. This
is not an isolated case with data gathered at various hospitals over the last 45
years indicating a trend of increasing noise levels during both day and night.36
Noise is an important issue in hospitals not just because of annoyance. There
is evidence that high sound levels contribute to stress in staff 37 and there are
also studies that show that noise negatively affects patient speed of recovery38
and a requirement for more medication.39 Noise in hospitals also has a great
affect on quality of sleep, the importance of which is described below.

distraction as nature is in a state of constant change. Connection to the
outdoors also allows a patient to remain in tune to the natural rhythms of the
world, enabling better sleep at night.

36

Noise

37

The noise present in hospitals is generally a combination of mechanical and
human noises, bounced off hard surfaces. In her ‘Notes on Nursing: What
35

Roger S. Ulrich, “View through a Window May Influence Recovery from Surgery,”
Science, 224, no. 4647 (1984): 225.

38
39

Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac et al., “Noise Levels in Johns Hopkins Hospital,” The Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America 118, no.6 (2005).
Wynne Morrison et al., “Noise stress and annoyance in a pediatric intensive care unit,”
Critical Care Medicine 31, no.1 (2003):113–119.
Daniel Fife and Elizabeth Rappaport, “Noise and hospital stay,” American Journal of
Public Health. 66, no.7 (1976): 680–681. 		
Barbara Minckley, “A study of noise and its relationship to patient discomfort in the
recovery room,” Nursing Research, 17, no.3 (1968): 247–250.
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Sleep
Optimal sleep and circadian function is central to human health, recovery
and performance. Sleep and chronobiology research has demonstrated the
importance of sleep and circadian rhythms to metabolism, recovery, repair,
inflammation, immunity, mood and our sense of wellbeing.40
The WDHB carried out an audit in 2014 where sleep disturbance was
recognised as a key patient concern and it is therefore considered a priority.
Sleep is affected by a broad range of factors including noise which was listed
earlier, and light.

Wayfinding
One of the three factors comprising the sense of coherence theory described
earlier is comprehensibility. It is therefore crucial that navigating the
hospital is easy and intuitive as confusion can cause anxiety and stress.
This is particularly important for dementia patients who benefit from space
interventions such as colour coding wards and using colour contrast to
highlight spaces. Also, plain colours are preferred over patterns and shiny
ground as these are less confusing.

by ensuring that wards have identical floor plans and patient rooms are
identical in their layout as this allows staff to use muscle memory when
navigating the space.

Positive distractions
There is evidence to show that particularly long term patients benefit from
positive distraction. Positive distraction can be defined as ‘the ability to allow
the individual to shift focus from negative foci within the health environment
to the more restorative aspects of the non-medical world.’ 41 As well as
alleviating boredom, the patient is distracted from negative thoughts and
focusing on pain. Distractions can be in a variety of forms such as nature,
daylighting, art, music, and social interaction.

Patient controlled environments
Roselyn Lindheim was a Professor of Architecture at Berkeley University who
was interested in the relationship between health and the environment. She
believed it to be important that people are empowered to actively participate
in the decisions that affect their lives and be protected from experts and
authorities who feel that it is their right to decide for others.42

Wayfinding is also important for staff efficiency and can by greatly increased
41
40
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Martin Orr and Dr. Robyn Whittaker, “Better sleep in hospitals” (unpublished draft,
Waitemata District Health Board, 2015).
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McCuskey Shepley “The role of positive distraction in neonatal intensive care unit
settings,” Journal of Perinatology, 26, (2006), 34.
David Krogh, “University of California: In Memoriam 1991,” accessed August 2016
http://texts.cdlib.org/view?docId=hb4t1nb2bd&doc.view=frames&chunk.		
id=div00040&toc.depth=1&toc.id=.

This call for a humanisation of healthcare environments includes patient
empowerment as an important factor. J. Howard’s definition of humanisation
in healthcare includes 8 factors:

‘1: Inherent worth. If people are forced to prove their worth, the burden of
proof is dehumanizing.
2: Irreplaceability. When people are stereotyped and treated in terms of
commonalities they will feel replaceable.
3: Holistic selves. The total of a persons feelings and experiences should be
considered rather than different problems becoming the concerns of individual
practitioners who do not communicate.
4: Freedom of action. If people are forced to act a certain way, the experience
is dehumanising.
5: Status equality. A person should never be treated as inferior to another
6: Shared decision making: All patients have a right to be actively involved in
decisions related to their care.
7: Empathy. Practitioners must actively seek to retain their sympathy and see
things from the vantage point of the patient.’ 43

Georgia Health Sciences Medical Center made changes to its visitation policy,
encouraging friends and family to be involved, medication errors reduced
by 62 percent, the number of falls reduced by 40 percent and length of stay
reduced by 50 percent.44

Supporting Wellness behaviors
Architecture can be used to support wellness behaviors, such as encouraging
patients to be active by creating an environment in which movement is made
appealing. For example, large visible staircases are more likely to be used than
small, hidden ones. Patients can also be encouraged to go outdoors by creating
an outdoor space is appealing with interesting and accessible walkways.

There are many architectural interventions which can address the above
mentioned points. For example, if visitors have an allocated and clearly
defined space within the patient room and are encouraged to be at the patient’s
side, research has shown that the patients are likely to be more informed of
their treatment and involved in decision-making. For example, when
44
43

Jan Howard, “Humanisation and dehumanization of healthcare,” Humanising 		
Healthcare, (New York, 1975), 73.

M Connor and R Marshall “Changing the view that families are visitors in adult
hospital settings,” (Presentation at ‘Hospitals Moving Forward with Patient- and
Family- centered Care’, 2011).
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3.0

LIGHT
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Throughout history, architects and builders have always had a very intimate
relationship with light. They have recognised the potential of light to
transform and inform a space and to evoke certain emotions.

‘With light as the palette ... we can bring soul and spirit back into architecture
and perhaps find our own souls in the process.’
		- Arthur Erickson

‘Architecture is the learned game, correct and magnificent, of forms assembled
in the light.’
		- Le Corbusier

‘Architecture which enters into a symbiosis with light does not merely create
form in light, by day and at night, but allows light to become form.’
		- Richard Meier

The sun with its light and warmth makes life possible on earth. The daily and
yearly rhythms of day and night, light and dark, warmth and cold strongly
affect our lives. The sun not only allows us to see and to navigate the world
around us, but it is also a source of energy for all things living. The sun helps
to prevent and treat many diseases both of the body and of the mind and has
an important role in the maintaining of biological rhythms and hormonal
distribution.
Light therapy (phototherapy or heliotherapy) is currently widely used to treat
a number of ailments. It is often used to treat skin disorders and mood or sleep
disorders as well as some psychiatric disorders.
The knowledge of the health benefits of light dates back to many ancient
cultures. Ancient Chinese Feng Shui is all about energy, of which light is a
strong manifestation, In ancient Egypt, Helioplolis was known as a center for
healing where coloured crystals were put into the stone walls and aligned with
the rays of the sun so that patients were flooded with the prescribed amount of
a certain colour of light.45
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Positive Health, “The Healing Power of Incoherent Polarized Light,” accessed
November 2015, http://www.positivehealth.com/article/light-and-colour/.

In recent years, much research has been conducted investigating the
connection between recovery speed, sleep, pain management, anxiety and light
(This will be discussed in more detail in the following pages).
It is now believed that ‘the human organism transforms light into
electrochemical energy, which activates a chain of biochemical reactions
within the body, stimulating the metabolic processes and reinforcing the
immune response of the entire human body.’46
Light has many different effects on the people including both visual and nonvisual. The visual effects include our ability to perform tasks and aesthetics,
the non-visual effects include alertness, circadian entrainment, pain, sleep,
mood, comfort, and vitamin D synthesis.
The main concern in the lighting of buildings has generally been to provide
the necessary level of illumination to complete tasks, that is, that 500lux falls
on the horizontal work plane.47 There is now more awareness of the non-visual
effects of daylight, where for example, building occupants will almost always
prefer a workstation with a view to the outdoors over a windowless office.48

46
47
48

Fig 22:

Positive Health, “The Healing Power of Incoherent Polarized Light,” accessed
November 2015, http://www.positivehealth.com/article/light-and-colour/.
Marilyne Andersen, John Mardaljevic, and Steven W. Lockley “A Framework for
Predicting the Non-Visual Effects of Daylight – Part I: Photobiology- Based Model,”
Lighting, Research and Technology, no. 44 (2011), 37.
Belinda Collins, “Review of the psychological reaction to windows.” Lighting
Research and Technology, 8, no.2 (1976), 80.

Photograph taken at the Mount Maunganui base track in New Zealand.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROPERTIES OF LIGHT
As the radiation from the sun passes through the atmosphere, the shortest
wavelengths are lost, resulting in a spectrum on the ground beginning in the
‘ultra-violet B’ region of 280-315nm. Other wavelengths, such as infrared are
also lost due to absorption by water vapor, carbon dioxide etc.
Typically, the solar spectrum on the ground is in the visible region between
400mn (blue) to 700nm (red). Our vision is the most efficient in this region
but the human eye is also able to detect both shorter (ultra-violet) and longer
(infrared) wavelengths.49
The spectrum of solar radiation and its intensity varies by latitude, season,
time of the day and weather. The seasonal and daily variations are predictable
at any location but the variations that occur due to weather are, of course
unpredictable and can greatly influence solar radiation.

florescent lamp. The spectrum of the tungston filament spectrum increases
towards the red and emits a large amount of infrared, giving it a more yellowlooking light. The spectrum of the fluorescent lamp however, peaks at shorter
wavelengths. Differences in fluorescent lamp spectrum are controlled by the
mix of phosphors coating inside the lamp.
New artificial lighting has been developed which closely mimics the cycles
of natural light. Phillips have for example developed the ‘HealWell’ which is
designed to provide dynamic lighting which ‘automatically manages a rhythm
of dynamic daylight (...) to support patients’ biorhythms throughout the day.’50
While these developments are certainly exciting and may well in the future
become an affordable solution, this project chooses instead to look at the
potential of natural lighting, allowing the building to not rely too heavily on
artificial lighting.

Artificial light has very different spectral characteristics to the sun, designed
to allow for adequate visual performance in an economic and simple way. Two
typical artificial lighting sources are the tungsten filament lamp and the

49
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Ann R. Webb, “Considerations for Lighting in the Built Environment: Non-Visual
Effects of Light,” Energy and Buildings 38, no. 7 (2006), 721.
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“Dynamic Lighting Designed to Promote Healing and Wellbeing,” (Middle East
Health Mag, 2014).

LIGHT AND MOOD
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is described as depression in the winter
and elevated mood in the spring for which an effect treatment is light
therapy.51 Light therapy is reported to have positive results on other, nonseasonal depressions.52 53 54 55
One study by Beuchemin and Hays compared the length of stay of depressed
patients in sunny rooms with those of patients in rooms with little natural light.
The patients in the rooms with little natural light stayed anaverage of 19.5
compared to those in the sunny rooms who stayed an average of 16.9 days.56
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Norman Rosenthal et al., “Seasonal affective disorder: a description of the syndrome
and preliminary findings with light therapy,” Archives of General Psychiatry 41, no.1
(1984), 72-80.
K. Peter, U. Rabiger,and A. Kowilak, “Initial results with bright light 		
(phototherapy) in affective psychoses,” Psychiatrie, Neurologie. und medizinische
Psychologie 38, no.7 (1986), 384-390.
H. P. Volz et al., “Effects of bright white light therapy on non- seasonal depressive
disorder,” Journal of Affective Disorders 19, no.1, (1990), 15-21.
Daniel Kripke et al.,“Controlled trial of bright light for nonsea- sonal major depressive
disorders,” Biological Psychiatry 31, no.2 (1992), 119- 134.
Daniel Kripke et al., “Treatment of major depressive disorders by bright white light for
five days.” Chronobiology and Psychiatric Disorders, (Elsevier, New York, 1987),
207-218.
Kathleen M. Beauchemin and Peter Hays, “Sunny Hospital Rooms Expedite 		
Recovery from Severe and Refractory Depressions,” Journal of Affective Disorders
40, no.1 (1996), 49-51.

Bernhofer et al. also conducted a study into the effect of light on mood, where
light exposure (in lux) and mood was measured over 72 hours across 40 adult
inpatients using the ‘Profile of Mood States Brief’ form. Even though the
light levels were never enough to allow for circadian entrainment, the results
showed that low light exposure correlated with low mood.57

Conclusion:
Currently, the majority of research concerning light and mood in a hospital
setting is focused on lux levels, proving that bright light is important for
improved mood. They do not take into account the effect of different types
of light on mood. This project proposes that light can be broken down into
different types which all help to reduce anxiety by feeding into the person’s
sense of coherence, which in turn has an effect on mood. The design section
of this document will further examine these different lighting types and their
effects.
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Esther Bernhofer et al., “Hospital Lighting and Its Association with Sleep, Mood and
Pain in Medical Inpatients,” Journal of Advanced Nursing 70, no.5 (2014), 1164-1173.
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LIGHT AND CIRCADIAN RHYTHM
Before artificial lighting was invented, human activity was controlled by
the rising and setting of the sun. Even now, we are still tuned to these
natural rhythms and this daily day/night cycle plays an important role in our
physiology and behaviors. These rhythms are called circadian rhythms and are
derived from the latin ‘circa’ meaning ‘approximately’ and di (es) or ‘day’, so
‘approximately one day’.58
A colloquial name for the circadian rhythm is the ‘body clock’ and is present
in almost all living organisms, from bacteria to mammals. Circadian rhythms
are endogenous which means that they are generated from within the organism
without any environmental or external cues. The rhythm however is only
approximately 24 hours and needs to be adjusted or entrained with external
cues, meaning the daily dark light cycle.
The retina of the eye of mammals contains photoreceptors used to detect light
for vision, known as ‘rods and cones’. It also contains another set of cells
which project information directly to the brain area called the ‘suprachiasmatic
nuclei’ (SCN). This looks after the ‘non-visual’ responses of light such as the
main circadian clock in mammals.59
The SCN controls the timing of the various circadian cycles such as the sleep58
59
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Circadian Definition, accessed August 2016, http://www.dictionary.com/browse/
circadian.
Marilyne Andersen, John Mardaljevic and Steven W. Lockley, “A Framework for
Predicting the Non-Visual Effects of Daylight – Part I: Photobiology- Based Model,”
Lighting Research and Technology 44, no.1 (2012), 38.

wake cycle, hormones such as cortisol and melatonin, core body temperature
and alertness patterns. One important pathway is that between the SCN and the
pineal gland which synthesises and secretes melatonin in high levels during
the dark and low levels during the day. If there is a period of light at night, the
secretion of this pineal melatonin can be suppressed causing alertness.60
Light acts as a stimulant and has measurable alerting effects on the brain
including subjective sleepiness ratings, cognitive performance, reaction time,
and brain activity.61
The failure to maintain a circadian rhythm has many known negative health
outcomes such as the sleep disorders jet lag and shift-work disorder.62 63 64 Both
these conditions are known to have short-term risks for fatigue-related
accidents and injuries as well as longer-term risks to health65 66 67 and
60
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and Technology 29, no.3 (1997), 105-134.
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productivity.68 69

LIGHT AND PAIN

The timing, intensity, spectrum, duration and pattern of light received by the
eye are principal factors determining the entrainment of the circadian cycle.

In a study conducted by Bernhofer et al., pain levels of 30 inpatients were
measured using subjective pain scores and plotted alongside light exposure
levels and sleep patterns. Patients were more fatigued and pain scores were
higher in low light conditions. It is inconclusive whether the low light
directly affected pain, or rather that low light caused fatigue which resulted in
increased pain.70 Regardless, this study shows that lighting either directly or
indirectly affects pain.

The field of ‘circadian daylighting’ in architecture is new, as is the
understanding of the ‘circadian potential’ of a building. There are new
modeling methods which can predict how a space might perform or be
‘circadian effective’, meaning the extent that alertness effects and circadian
entrainment are likely to occur in a space in a year.
Conclusion:
The science of circadian entrainment is not straightforward and the exact
conditions (illuminance thresholds throughout the day, light source, light
direction, spectrum etc) have not yet been clearly defined, which makes
designing artificial lighting for circadian entrainment a difficult endeavor.
This project however, is looking at natural light, whose spectrum and intensity
naturally changes throughout the day as we require it to. The aim for this
project is then to identify the spaces that require adequate access to direct
natural light (such as patient rooms and staff breakout spaces) and ensure this
is achieved.
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Peter Mills, Susannah Tomkins and Luc Schlangen, “The effect of high correlated
colour temperature office lighting on employee wellbeing and work performance,”
Journal of Circadian Rhythms 5 no. 2 (2007), 1.
Antoine Viola et al., “Blue- enriched white light in the workplace improves selfreported alertness, performance and sleep quality,” Scandinavian Journal 		
of Work Environment and Health (2008), 297-306.

Similarly, a study by Roger Ulrich in which he measured pain relief doses
of patients with a view of a window compared to patients with a view of a
brick wall concluded that those with the view of the tree took less strong pain
relief and more mild pain relief..71 This could be related to the distraction that
a natural vista provides, the calming effect of nature, or it could be related to
light levels entering the room.
Conclusion:
These studies show that windows in patient rooms with natural vistas and
direct light can reduce pain perception in patients. This is therefore an
important design parameter for this project.
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Bernhofer et al., “Hospital Lighting and Its Association with Sleep, Mood and Pain in
Medical Inpatients,” Journal of advanced nursing 70, no.5 (2014), 1164-1173.
Roger Ulrich, “View through a window may influence recovery,” Science 224, no.
4647, (1984), 224-225.
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CREDIT VALLEY HOSPITAL
CARLO FIDANI PEEL REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE
Location: Ontario, Canada.
Architect: Farrow Partnership Architects.
Tye Farrow of Farrow Partnership Architects visited 30 cancer centres and
found that Patients wanted fewer hospital-like amenities and to feel more
hopeful.72

‘We decided to create an environment which seemed alive and growing’
			- Tye Farrow
Spatial Metaphors
New research in cognitive neuroscience shows that our cognition is less
rational and more associative than was previously assumed, and that we are
more likely to think in metaphors.73 This provides opportunity for designing
the built environment.
The tree for example represents shelter, permanence and stability. This
72
73
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“A tree filled atrium to inspire patients,” accessed April 2016, http://www.		
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New York Times “Seeing the Building for all the Trees,” accessed April 2016, http://
www.nytimes.com/2012/01/08/opinion/sunday/seeing-the-building-for-the-trees.
html?_r=0

example was chosen because, for the most part, people share these
associations. People naturally choose to gather under trees for shelter and
protection. So for example, by designing soft filtered light which closely
resembles the light that might sift through a tree canopy it is possible to recreate the feeling of being under trees.
The tree has often been used in architecture in order to evoke positive
emotions. One example is the Metropol Parasol in Seville, Spain, designed by
Jürgen Mayer H. (fig. 27). There are however many other spacial metaphors
which can be created to evoke what has been called our ‘evolutionary
memory’.
Evolutionary memory describes the way we react to certain archetypes of
space and environment. ‘We have an intuitive preference for or aversion
to spaces because of the prospects they offer us for survival, and those
preferences affect the stress our bodies experience.’ 74
This is a powerful instrument that should be considered when designing the
natural lighitng of a space. It makes it possible to create spaces that help to
reduce anxiety of the people who occupy them by activating a subconscious
association with safety and protection.
74

Chris Towery, “Salutogenic Design: Building Better Health,” Owners Perspective
(2012), accessed July 2016, http://ownersperspective.org/features/item/408-		
salutogenic-design-building-better-health

Fig. 23
(RIGHT)
Photograph taken in
the atrium of the Carlo
Fidani Peel Regional
Cancer Centre.

Fig. 24
(LEFT)
Structural diagram of
timber ‘branches’.

Materials
‘Branches’ were constructed from Douglas Fir glue laminated timber with
concealed steel rods and brackets. Gary Williams and Tye Farrow developed
an innovative system to conceal the connection plates. Instead of two exposed
plates, they inserted a steel plate into a slot in the center of each glulam
member.
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Other examples of
arboreal architecture:
Fig. 25 (FAR LEFT)
Tripoli Congress Centre,
Tabanlioglu Architects.
Fig. 26 (TOP) Tree
Restaurant, Koichi Takada
Architects.
Fig. 27 (BOTTOM)
Metropol Parasol, Jurgen
Mayer.
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THERME VALS
Location: Vals, Switzerland.
Architect: Peter Zumthor.

‘Mountain, stone, water – building in the stone, building with stone, into the
mountain, building out of the mountain, being inside the mountain – how
can the implications and the sensuality in the association of these words be
interpreted, architecturally? The whole concept was designed by following up
these questions; so that it all took form step by step’75
			- Peter Zumthor
This building was chosen as a precedent because its sole purpose is to support
wellness and is in the most part unclouded by the functional requirements of
a hospital. Peter Zumthor is a master of creating sensory experiences and this
project is a beautiful example of controlled play of sight, sound, smell and
touch.
75
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Therme Vals website, accessed April 2016, http://www.vals.ch/en/deep-meaningful/
stone-water-the-thermal-springs.

Material
A grey-blue stone called Valser Quartzite was used, which originates from the
region. It was layered to create a monolithic form and gives the impression of
‘belonging’ to the mountainside.
Zumthor chose to use only a limited palate of materials of which the stone
is the main feature. Attention is drawn to the stone’s specific characteristics
such as mass, texture, colours and linear geometry. The weight and strength of
the stone is celebrated and its placement within the mountain makes it appear
almost ‘natural’ and cavelike. Zumthor used 60 000 slabs of the stone and the
different production methods (split, milled, sawn, ground, stacked, polished,
or broken) resulted in different colours and textures. Light and water are two
important instruments used to express these varying textures.76

76

Therme Vals website, accessed April 2016, http://www.vals.ch/en/deep-meaningful/
stone-water-the-thermal-springs.

150
150
150
Fig. 29
(FACING PAGE)
Visual representation of
materiality.
Fig. 30
(THIS PAGE)
Exterior photograph of Therme
Vals, Peter Zumthor.
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Sight
In many areas in the building sight is minimised in order to heighten other
senses and light is often used to emphasise materiality, contrasting rough and
smooth stone, creating ‘glowing’ water.
Footsteps
Splashing
Voices
Composed Sound

Fig. 31 Plan of the Therme Vals showing
different types of noise present. Content of
diagram by Dani Lalonde.

Touch
The stone is warm and is both rough and smooth in different locations. The
temperatures in the main pool is 32 degrees celsius and in the fire pool 42
degrees celsius. You can also swim out in the cold alpine air.77

‘The immersive experience truly begins once the clothing is removed creating
vivid contrast between the smoothness of the skin surrounded by the pattern of
layered rock. Glimpses of naked body parts through passages, behind curtains,
the light soles of feet’.78
Sound
Sound echoes off the walls and hard surfaces. Water splashes and drips and
hushed voices remind of the presence of others.
77

Fig. 32 Plan of the Therme Vals showing water
and linear skylights. Content of diagram by
Dani Lalonde.
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78

Scott Murray, “Material Experience: Peter Zumthor’s Thermal Bath at Vals,” Senses
and Society, 2, no.3 (2007), 363.
Jeanne Tan, “Serenity and Austerity: Therme Vals,” Australian Design Review, 2009,
accessed October 28 2012, http://www.australiandesignreview.com/features/404serenity-in-austerity-therme-vals.

Fig. 33
(FAR RIGHT)
Photograph of skylight,
highlighting materiality at
Therme Vals.
Fig. 34
(RIGHT) Models
exploring lighting effects.
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TADAO ANDO
Tadao Ando is a Pritzker Architecture Prize winner and a master of harnessing
the qualities of natural light in his buildings. His works often highlight duality,
in solid/void, light/dark, views/complete enclosure.

‘In all my works, light is an important controlling factor. I create enclosed
spaces mainly by means of thick concrete walls. The primary reason is to
create a place for the individual, a zone for oneself within society.’
		–Tadao Ando

‘I don’t believe that architecture has to speak too much. It should remain silent
and let nature in the guise of sunlight and wind’		
		

- Tadao Ando

In ‘Progressive Architecture’ John Morris describes Ando’s work as
reductivist, but says that this is not to deprive us of ‘sensory richness’ but
rather that this works to focus our attention on ‘the relationships of his ample
volumes, the play of light on his wall, and the processional sequence he
develops’.79

79
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John Morris, Progressive Architecture, (Blog, 1990), http://www.progressivearch.com

Fig. 35
UNESCO Meditation
Space, Tadao Ando.

The concrete used in Ando’s buildings is
particularly smooth, an effect which is achieved
by varnishing the formwork. The bolt holes are
typically evenly spaces and left exposed.

Fig. 36
Cerro Pelon Ranch,
Tadao Ando.
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Exploration of light
The manifestation of light that finally reaches the human eye in a building is
determined by:
1: The Source. In the case of natural light this is the sun which in itself remains
constant. Its position in relation to the earth however changes throughout
the day and throughout the year due to the earth’s movement. This results in
changes in intensity.
2: The Journey. The atmosphere the sun’s rays must traverse on their journey to
earth alters their spectrum and intensity throughout the day and with different
weather conditions.
3: The Building Envelope. When the suns rays hit the building envelope they
are either absorbed, reflected or allowed to pass.
4: The Interior Surface. When the rays have passed the building envelope and
enter the building, they then arrive at an interior surface which either absorbs
or reflects the rays.
The exploration of light on the following pages focuses on the building
envelope and how light is modified when passing through to create different
lighting types. The potential of these different lighting types to influence a
person’s sense of coherence in different ways in different spaces is examined.
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The sun and the journey of its rays to earth are affected by environmental
conditions that are not (yet!) within the control of mankind. They are of course
be considered in the final design to determine orientation and potential sun
penetration to the interior spaces, but are not the focus of the following light
study.
The interior surface is also an important design element that features in the
final design but again, this not the focus of the project and does not feature in
the lighting exploration on the following pages.
1. SOURCE

2. JOURNEY

3 . ENVELOPE

4. INTERIOR
SURFACE

Light has been categorised into 8 different types. These are:
Direct light
Comprehensibility

Translucence

The world is
understandable.

Channeling
Light for movement
Manually controlled light
Light through time
Screening/Sifting
These have been examined on the following pages based on the sense of
coherence theory discussed earlier.

Manageability
Things are
manageable and
within ones control.

SOC
Meaningfulness
Life is worthwhile.
Things in life are
interesting and a source
of satisfaction.

Fig. 37
(LEFT) Diagram illustrating the focus of this project on
the building envelope.
Fig. 38
(RIGHT) Diagram illustrating the three components that
comprise the Sense of Coherence. Content by Aaron Antonovsky.
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Comprehensible

Direct Light
This is when light enters an interior space
directly and unfiltered. The most common
way of achieving direct light is through
clear glass. A pane of clear glass also has the
potential to create views and a connection to
the outdoors.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

CIRCADIAN ENTRAINMENT and SLEEP

Exposure to bright light during the day is vital for circadian entrainment which
is an important factor to increase sleep quality. Sleep is important for recovery
in patients and important for staff alertness.

CONNECTION

Windows provide a connection to the daily rhythms of the natural world.
Even if only a patch of sky is visible, a person is able to keep track of the time
passing, the weather outside and so on.

DEMENTIA CARE

Patients suffering from dementia seek comfort in familiar surroundings such
as simple and traditional window design.

APPLICATION

Patients and staff should be exposed to this type of light every day. This type
of light therefore should be found in patient rooms and staff rooms.

Fig. 39
light.

Illustration of direct
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Fig. 40
(THIS PAGE) Models
exploring transluscent light.

Fig. 41
(FACING PAGE)
Illustration of transluscent light.
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Comprehensible

Translucence
This is when some but not all light passes
through a surface. Such materials include
frosted glass and translucent concrete. This
allows for light while maintaining privacy.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

ART

The manipulation of light can create artistic effects which can be calming and
pleasant to look at.
CONNECTION

Translucent materials provide connection to the natural rhythms of the world
while softening the harshness of direct light and maintaining privacy.
SPATIAL METAPHORS

Lighting effects can be created with translucence which trigger our
evolutionary memory and make us feel more at ease.
APPLICATION

This type of lighting can be used where a space should be well-lit but privacy
is important. For example in a whānau room or staff room.
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Fig. 42
(THIS PAGE) Models
exploring channeled light.

Fig. 43
(FACING PAGE)
Illustration of channeled light.
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Comprehensible

Channeling
This is when light is indirectly coaxed into
an interior space. Light may travel a large
distance and be reflected multiple times before
reaching the interior. This means that light can
penetrate deeper into an interior space.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

ART

The manipulation of light can create artistic effects, pleasing and calming to
the eye and mind.
CONNECTION

The light gradually changes throughout the day creating a connection to the
natural world.
APPLICATION

This type of lighting can be used in spaces which are deeper within the
footprint of the building such as circulation zones and other public spaces.
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Fig. 44
(THIS PAGE) Models
exploring light for movement.

Fig. 45
(FACING PAGE)
Illustration of light for movement.
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Comprehensible

Light for Movement
Light can be used as a tool to encourage
movement and make a space more
understandable to the occupant.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

WAYFINDING / WAYFINDING

Light can be used as a tool to help people intuitively find their way, assisting
the role of signage. This reduces anxiety and makes the patient feel more
in control. It can be achieved by illuminating points of interest such as a
reception desk or lift lobby or by creating a lit path that can be followed.
ENCOURAGING WELLNESS BEHAVIOURS

Light can be used to guide people into using a space a certain way such as
using the stairs instead of the lift.
APPLICATION

This type of light is useful in larger public areas such as circulation areas and
main atria.
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Fig. 46
(THIS PAGE) Models
exploring light manipulation.

Fig. 47
(FACING PAGE)
Illustration of light manipulation.
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Comprehensible

Manually Controlled Light
Manageable
This is when light that enters a space can be
manually adapted to suit the needs of the people
using the space. Different people have different
lighting needs at different times depending on
their mental and physical requirements. These
different needs can be catered for by giving the
user the ability to control the light.

SOC

Meaningful

CONTROL

Giving people the power to change the lighting in the space they occupy can
give them a sense of control of their surroundings. For patients, this can make
them feel less weak and vulnerable.
POSITIVE DISTRACTION

The ability to manipulate lighting provides entertainment and helps to alleviate
boredom.
ART

The manipulation of light can create artistic effects, pleasing and calming to
the eye and mind.

APPLICATION

This type of lighting is best suited to spaces with only one occupant or with a
few occupants that share similar needs such as patient rooms.
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Fig. 46
(THIS PAGE) Models
exploring light through time.

Fig. 47
(FACING PAGE)
Illustration of light through time.
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Comprehensible

Light Through Time
This is when the type, intensity or direction of
light changes throughout the day and year.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

POSITIVE DISTRACTION

The changing play of light helps to alleviate boredom and distracts from pain
or discomfort.
CONNECTION

The light gradually changes throughout the day, creating connection to the
natural world.

ART

The play of light can be calming and create positive emotions.

APPLICATION

This type of light can be applied in most spaces, from public spaces such as
circulation areas and main atria to more private spaces such as patient rooms.
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Comprehensible

Screening / Sifting
This is when the light that enters the space
passes through a screen, blocking some
light and allowing the rest to pass through.

Manageable

SOC

Meaningful

SPATIAL METAPHOR

Lighting can be manipulated to mimic the light present in spaces where
people feel calm and relaxed. This can trigger evolutionary memory and
subconsciously influence a persons stress levels.
ART

The play of light can be calming and create positive emotions.
APPLICATION

This type of light could be used in public spaces such as the main entry atrium
and circulation spaces.

Fig. 48
(FACING PAGE) Model
exploring screening / sifting.

Fig. 49
(THIS PAGE)
Illustration of screening / sifting.
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4.0

DESIGN
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Design Process
Designing a hospital is a complex undertaking that usually takes a team of
experts a number of years. For this reason, this project did not aim to fully
design a hospital wards tower, but looked instead to investigate the natural
lighting potential of certain spaces within such a tower. In order to achieve
this, it was nonetheless necessary to design a hospital context to the degree
where such spaces emerged within which the natural lighting design could be
explored.
The design and layout of this ‘hospital context’ including the patient room,
ward configuration and general tower arangement have been designed quite
functional and simple. The purpose of this project was to investigate the
potiental that natural light has to inform and transform spaces and achieve
wellness outcomes. It was considered important that this lighting strategy
could, in future, easily be applied to real world projects without the need to rethink the way our hospital rooms and wards are currently functioning.

THE DESIGN PROCESS CONSISTED OF THE STAGES:

1: Development of context:
1.1: Site selection.
1.2: Program selection.
1.3: Patient room layout design: The functional criteria of the patient room
were identified and the layout complies, as much as possible with these
criteria.
1.4: Ward design: The ward consists of mutiples of the patient room along
with staff areas, circulation spaces, visitor areas and support areas. Again, the
ward complies as much as possible with the neccessary functional criteria.
1.5: Tower design: These wards were then multiplied to form a tower block
of reasonable size, positioned sensibly on the site and taking the sun into
consideration.
2: Selection of spaces and application of lighting strategy:
Several spaces within this tower were then selected to apply the natural
lighting strategy. These spaces consist of private, semi-private and public
spaces and all have very different lighting requirements.
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Fig. 50
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Fig. 52
(RIGHT) Map of North Shore
Hospital Campus.

Created: Tuesday, 17 May 2016,2:29:29 p.m.

The proximity of the site to Lake
Pupuke has the potential to provide
natural vistas, fresh air and a nice
outdoor environment. Lake Pupuke
is a crater lake with a circumference
of 4.5km and is 57m deep at its
deepest point. The lava flow from the
lake enveloped a Kauri forest which
created one of the best examples of a
fossilised forest in the world.80

80
Bruce Hayward “Protecting North
Shore City’s fossil forest,” (North Shore City
Council press release, 2006) http://www.
scoop.co.nz/stories/AK0605/S00271.htm.

Fig. 51
(LEFT) Map of greater
Auckland showing proposed site location.

This map/plan is illustrative only and all information
should be independently verified on site before taking
any action.Copyright Auckland Council. Boundary
information from LINZ (Crown Copyright Reserved).
Whilst due care has been taken, Auckland Council
gives no warranty as to the accuracy and completeness
of any information on this map/plan and accepts no
liability for any error, omission or use of the information.
Height datum: Auckland 1946.

The existing North Shore Hospital
Campus was chosen to site the new
wards tower. The existing wards
have been identified as insufficient
and within the WDHB there is
currently a discussion underway
to find a solution. This makes this
proposal relevant and timely.
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1

Current Wards Tower

2

Emergency Department

3

Helicopter Landing Pad

4

Carpark Building

5

Lake Pupuke

Carmel College is located Northeast of the
grounds, a business park is to the Southwest
and residential property lies to the Northeast
and Southwest. The site is reasonably flat,
falling slightly in the direction of Lake
Pupuke.

Fig. 53
(LEFT) Site Plan of existing North
Shore Hospital.
Fig. 54
(RIGHT TOP) Contour diagram of
North Shore Hospital campus.
Fig. 55
(RIGHT BOTTOM) Building
mass diagram of North Shore Hospital
campus.
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Patient Room
Room Size
The Australasian Health Facility Guidelines recommends a single patient room
size of 14m2/15m2 81 while The United Kingdom Health Building Guidance
notes (HBN 04-01) recommends 19m2 82. In their ‘ideal ward’ guidelines, the
WDHB have recommended a room size of 18m2 83 which this project adopts.
This allows for the necessary space for more treatments to occur in the room
(such as those requiring specialist machines), reducing the need for transfer.
Single vs Double Rooms
In a survey of 32 patients, 2/3 said they preferred a single patient room, and
1/5 preferred multi-bed rooms.84 Single patient rooms allow for more privacy
and it is easier to have visitors, they are quieter and allow for better sleep.85
There is evidence to show that there are fewer falls, and less infections.
However, nurses find that single rooms are poorer for visibility
and monitoring and result in further walking distances.86 		
81
82
83
84
85
86

84

“Australasian HFG Standard,” accessed April 2016, healthfacilityguidelines.com.au.
Department of Health, “Health Building Note 00-01, General design guidance for
healthcare buildings,” accessed April 2016, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploadsattachment_data/file/316247/HBN_00-01-2.pdf.
Waitemata District Health Board, “Ideal Ward” (unpublished draft v0.2, 2016).
Jill Maben et al., “Evaluating an major innovation in hospital design: workforce
implications and impact on patient and staff experiences of all single hospital room
accomodation,” (Health services and delivery research, 2015).
Helen Malcolm, “Does privacy matter? Former patients discuss their perceptions
of privacy in shared hospital rooms.” Nursing Ethics 12, no. 2 (2005): 156-166.
Mahmood Chaudhury et al., “Nurses’ perception of single-occupancy versus 		
multioccupancy rooms in acute care environments: An exploratory comparative
assessment,” Applied Nursing Research 19, no.3 (2006), 118.

This project allows for mostly single bed rooms with a 4-bed intensive care
room per ward.
Colour
All rooms should cater to the needs of dementia patients, using contrasting
colours on the walls, ceiling and floor and avoiding the use of patterns. Colour
can also be used to draw attention to things such as the toilet and to reduce the
‘clinical’ appearance of the room.
Family Zone
This zone should be large and clearly defined, promoting family involvement.
This has been shown to reduce stress and enhance recovery in patients,
increase patient mobility and reduce falls. It also improves communication
between patient and staff, improves patient involvement in medical decisionmaking, improves treatment adherence and reduces medical errors.87
A clearly defined zone also means the family member is not in the clinical
zone, increasing efficiency for the staff and reducing the stress of ‘being in the
way’ for the caregiver. It should be possible for the family member to work or
sleep here with it’s own independent lighting.
Patient Zone
The patient should have views of nature and positive distractions. The room
should have adequate lighting to allow for circadian entrainment. The noise
87
The Centre for Health Design, “Medical Surgical Patient Checklist” (2012), https://
www.healthdesign.org/insights-solutions/patient-room-design-checklist-and-evaluation-tool.

and lighting in the room should be conducive to restful nighttime sleep. There
should be a level of patient control over their immediate surroundings. The
feeling of isolation can be reduced through visual connection to staff and other
patients. The equipment in the room should be flexible to reduce the need for
transfers. There should be 1.5m clearance each side and at the end of the bed.

Outdoor Deck

Sanitary Zone
There should be one bathroom per patient, reducing the transmission of
infection88 and decreasing the likelihood of falls. There are reduced falls when
the bathroom door is able to remain in the open position, when the toilet is
located on a side wall rather than the end wall, and when the bathroom is
located on the bed head. The door should be large and visible from the bed,
the flooring transition should be flush and there should be a support path (e.g.
handrail) to the bathroom and night lighting.

Patient
Zone

Sanitary
Zone

Clinical Zone
Staff should have visual connection to the patient bed and the lighting should
allow for visual assessment of the patient’s condition. The clinical zone allows
for increased efficiency. Each room is identical in layout as this allows staff
to utilise muscle memory, increasing efficiency and reducing the risk of staff
error.
88

Ritta Suhonen et al., “Hospitals’ organizational variables and patients’ perceptions of
individualized nursing care in Finland.” Journal of nursing management 15, no.2
(2007), 197-206.
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Ward Design
Ward size:
A Finnish study showed that the size of a patient ward was related to how
individualised patients felt their care to be.89 The larger the ward, regardless
of patient to staff ratios, the less individualised they felt their care to be. This
needs to be balanced with the efficiency of nurses having quick access to a
number of patients at once. Within their study titled ‘The Ideal Ward’ the
WDHB have developed a standard ward size for their future developments
which this project will adopt.

There is one ensuite per room. Toilets are a medium for spreading bacteria
and outbreaks such as diarrhoea are more prevalent in rooms with shared
bathrooms.90 Each of these ensuites are accessible. Patients are generally
getting larger and studies show that the bathroom is a common place for falls
to occur.91
The corridors are all at least 2.2m wide and there are visitor day rooms and a
private staff area on each ward.

This project proposes wards with 19 beds per ward of which 15 are in single
rooms, each with individual balcony access. There is one 4 bed intensive care
room per ward. This 4 bed room has the highest staff visibility.

90
89

86

Ritta Suhonen et al., “Hospitals’ organizational variables and patients’ perceptions of
individualized nursing care in Finland,” Journal of nursing management 15, no. 2
(2007), 197.
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S Lavender et al., “Hospital Patient room design : The issues facing 23 Occupational
Groups who Work in Medical/Surgical Patient Rooms,” Health Environments Research
& Design Journal 8, no.4 (2015).
Department of Health, “In-patient care Heath Building Note 04-01 2013,” accessed
June 2016, www.govt.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/148502/HBN_04-01_Final.pdf.
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Plan of typical ward floor.
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Tower design
The ward floors have been multiplied vertically to form two towers of 11 and
17 floors. These towers are connected by a light filled atrium with balconies
on all sides. Each tower floor is rotated slightly. This means that the ground
floor entry into the atrium is in the best location to allow easy pedestrian and
car access, and then twists to the best orientation to capture sun further up.

The floors are identical in layout to ensure that staff can move around the
wards easily and efficiently. There are some intermediary floors housing a
cafeteria, physio, multi-faith space and helicopter landing pad on the roof. On
level two there is a connection to the existing emergency department.
The grounds to the east of the tower by Lake Pupuke have been landscaped
to create a variety of different green spaces inviting patients and visitors to
spend time outdoors. This area is also designed to be welcoming to the general
public, aiming to reduce the invisible barrier between ‘sick’ and ‘healthy’.

Fig. 58
(TOP) New hospital
ward tower plan.
Fig. 59
(BOTTOM) New
hospital ward tower section.

Along the lake’s edge there is a new cycle path, which continues around
the perimeter of the lake and there is a new boardwalk along the old Lake
Pupuke shoreline. There is also the potential to create a dog-friendly area
or a playground. Watching someone else take part in an activity is known
to activate mirror neurons which can have a similar effect on the brain as
if a person was performing the act themselves.92 This means that watching
children or dog owners play or watching people cycle or walk can reduce
stress in patients and staff.

92
Acharya Sourya and Samarth Shukla, “Mirror Neurons: Enigma of the Metaphysical
Modular Brain.” Journal of Natural Science, Biology, and Medicine 3, no.2 (2012), 118.
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Space Selection
A variety of different spaces have been chosen within the wards tower to
apply the developed natural lighting strategy. The spaces all have different
requirements and include private, semi-private and public spaces.

5: Staff Work Area

This is where staff complete administration duties, greet patients and whānau.
They can also see into some rooms to observe patients from here such as the 4
bed intensive care room.

The selected spaces are:
1: Main Entry

4

This is an important space because, in most cases it will mark the first
experience that people have of the hospital.

2

2: Atrium

The atrium vertically penetrates the building and brings light to the interior.
Main vertical circulation, and circulation between the two towers occurs in
this atrium but is also a place for people to stop and spend time.

3
5

3: Patient Room

The patient room is where the patient will spend most of their time and is the
most private of all the spaces designed.
4: Staff Room / Whānau Room

1

The staff and whānau rooms have been considered together because the
lighting requirements of these two spaces is similar.
Fig. 62
Plan showing selected
spaces within new tower.
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1. Main Entry

Screening /Sifting

Concept Design
The main entry is, in most cases, the first experience one has of a hospital and
it is important that the architecture of this space does not add to the stress that
people arriving here are likely already feeling. It is important that the space is
clearly readable, intuitive and easy to navigate.

Light is brought down through the atrium between the
two towers and is filtered by a structure which resembles
a dense tree canopy. This structure is part timber, part
white acoustic panels. The vertical wall faces are
layered stone, which creates an interesting textural
effect depending on how the light falls on the surface at
different times of the day.

The image on the facing page shows a view when first entering the building.
Further design of this space will look to develop the design of the ‘tree
canopy’ to create a greater variety of different spaces below and to create
some attractive places to sit, wait and spend time. It will increase the use of
lighting for movement and light for wayfinding. There will also be further
consideration of the surface textures and materials.

Direct Light

The ground floor facade consists of large glazing panels
to the North and East facing the lake which creates
connection to the outdoors.
Light for Movement

The reception desk and stairs are positioned centrally to
the space and are well-lit which make them very visible.

Light for Movement

Marble is used as a flooring surface for the main

1
92

circulation zone between the two entrance doors,
reception desk and main stairs. This reflects the light and
is brighter than the carpeting in the rest of the ground
floor.

Fig. 63
View of
ground floor entrance.
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2. Atrium
Concept Design
The atrium is located between the two towers. There are patient and staff
rooms facing into this space and walkways between the floor plates of the two
towers. The lift also arrives here on each floor. Every person who spends time
in this building must traverse this atrium at some point (usually many times),
which makes this an important space in the building.
The image on the facing page shows a view from a patient balcony down into
the atrium space.
Further design of this space will look to develop the program of activity to
allow people to use it as more than just circulation, review the materials used
and understand in more depth the lighting effects achieved by filtering light
through greenery.

2

Screening / Sifting

The balconies have wire strung between the handrail and
the soffit which is used to train vines and creeper plants.
This planting provides privacy and filters the light from
the glazed atrium roof. Light can also be used to train the
plants.
Channeling

If there were no atrium, this space would be without
natural lighting. The atrium thus serves to bring light
down the centre of the building reaching right down to
the ground floor.
Light through time

The light streaming into the atrium space changes
throughout the day giving the inhabitants of the rooms
facing it a sense of connection to the natural world.

94

Fig. 64
atrium.

View of
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3. Patient Room
Concept Design

Direct Light

When the screens are pulled back, they reveal large floor to
ceiling glazing which allows for views outside, access to the
private balcony and allow for the bright light conditions which
are vital for circadian entrainment and sleep.

The patient room is where the patient is likely to spend most of their time
while in hospital. It is therefore important that it is designed to be conducive
to recovery and healing. The image across shows a view of the room in two
different conditions. The first is allowing for maximum direct light and the
second shows the light filtered through patient-controlled motor operated
screens.

Manipulating Light

Further design of this space will look to find other methods of creating light
that can be patient controlled while also achieving privacy. It will also review
the materials and colours used.

3

Because the patient rooms are in most cases single
patient rooms, it makes sense that the patient has control
over the lighting of this space. Particularly because their
lighting needs are likely to change many times in the
course of the day and throughout their treatment. In the
view across, this is achieved via simple motor operated
screens which, when layered, create different lighting
effects. This allows the patient to choose the level of
light, level of privacy, and to play with the patterns
created. This gives them a sense of control and serves as
a positive distraction.
Screening / Sifting

The screens can be layered to change the light entering
the room, creating different lighting patterns.
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Fig. 65
(TOP) View of patient room showing direct light
situation.
Fig. 66
(BOTTOM) View of patient room showing
filtered light situation.
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4. Whānau Room

(Or Staff Room)

Concept Design
Translucense

The whānau room is a space for patients and whānau to spend time as an
alternative to the patient room. There are coffee and tea making facilities and
a variety of different seating options and areas within the room. This space
is versatile and allows for a variety of different activities to occur such as
conversing, reading or working.

Translucent light provides natural light while still
maintaining privacy which is important in this room.

Further design of the whānau room will look to increase the variety of
different ‘zones’ within this space which allow for a variety of different
activities to take place. It will also look to explore different methods of
creating translucent light and different surface materials.

4
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Direct Light

Large windows provide views and connection to the
outdoors and access to the deck. It is likely that family
and friends will spend a great deal of time in this space
so this bright light is vital to maintain natural body
rhythms as discussed earlier.

Fig. 67
View of
whānau room.
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5. Staff Work Area
Concept Design
Direct Light

There are two staff areas on each floor. One is located at the lift lobby and
atrium bridge where people arrive at each floor and the other is located
behind this, facing the whānau zone. Staff will spend quite a bit of time here
completing admin tasks, greeting arrivals to the floor, and observing patients
in their rooms.

Direct light is important in this location because of the
amount of time staff may potentially spend here. It is
important for staff alertness and to ensure that they sleep
well after their shift. It also provides connection to the
outdoors. Here, light can reach the staff counter via the
open plan whānau room.

It is important to consider patient wellness when designing the natural lighting
in a hospital but it is equally important to consider staff wellness. If staff are
stressed and unwell, they are more likely to make mistakes and generally less
able to care for patients.
Further design of the staff work area will look at the different materials and
textures used and the connection between the staff spaces, patient rooms and
circulation spaces.

5
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Light for Movement

The staff reception counters are well-lit easy for patients
and visitors to find.

Fig. 68
View
of staff work
area.
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5.0

CONCLUSION
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Human health and wellbeing is complex with many factors influencing our
mental, physical and spiritual health. We now understand that it is not so
simple that human beings are either sick or healthy but rather, that health can
be seen on a continuum where everybody has ways in which they can become
healthier.
Historically, medical research tends to focus on looking for causes and cures
of illness. Salutogenesis proposes an alternative approach of looking instead at
factors which cause wellness and prevent illness.
Within the theory of Salutogeneis, the theory of the Sense of Coherence
comprises the factors that predict a persons ability to cope with stress
factors they may experience in their lives. These are ‘comprehensibility,
manageability and meaningfulness’.
A person’s environment has the ability to increase or reduce the stress that
person experiences. By translating the sense of coherence into environmental
design factors, the environment can be designed to help people cope with this
stress. It is particularly important in a hospital setting where people are often
anxious, afraid and upset, that the environment does not add to this stress.

This project has categorised natural light into 7 different types, and has
examined the potential effects these 7 types of natural lighting can have on a
person’s sense of coherence in a hospital setting.
This natural lighting strategy has then been applied to different spaces within
a new wards tower on the grounds of the North Shore Hospital, including the
main entry, atrium and circulation spaces. patient rooms, whānau room and
staff areas.
By utilising the benefits and harnessing the potential of natural lighting, a
more pleasant and less stressful hospital experiences can be achieved from the
first arrival, right through to the patient experience in their room and the staff
experience at their work area.
The next step of this research would be to apply this strategy to a real-world
healthcare scenario and measure it’s wellness effects on patients, staff and
visitors. Some of the potential positive effects on patients include reduced
recovery times, less need for painkillers and less rates of post-hospital
syndrome. Some of the potential positive effects on staff include increased
productivity and reduced stress.

The environmental design factor examined in this project is natural light.
There are many visual and non-visual properties and benefits of natural
lighting which can be harnessed in the architectural design of a healthcare
space.
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Model of the St Gall monastary hospital				
(https://classconnection.s3.amazonaws.com, accessed July 2016)
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Fig .13
Koshino House by Tadao Ando 					
(http://gonzalopmartos.com/tadao-ando/, accessed August 2016)
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Plan of the the Bethleham hospital 				
(reproduced by author from: http://www.gutsandgore.co.uk/bethlem-plan3)

27

Fig. 4

Fig .14
Diagram illustrating the three componants that comprise the theory		
23
of Sense of Coherence (diagram by author, content by Aaron Antonovsky)		

Photograph of the the Bethleham hospital				
(http://www.museumoflondonprints.com, accessed July 2016)

27

Fig. 5

Fig. 15

A typical Nightingale Ward with plenty of space, natural light and ventilation 29
(https://www.theguardian.com/science/gallery, accessed July 2016)

Fig. 16

Various examples of the block hospital typology 			
(reproduced by author from: Stephen Verderber and David J Fine,
Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical Transformation,
New Haven and London, 2000)
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Fig. 17

Built examples of the 5 typical types of block hospital 			
(reproduced by author from: Stephen Verderber and David J Fine,
Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical Transformation,
Yale University Press, 2000)
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Fig. 6

Diagram showing the theory of Sense of Coherence as environmental
design factors (diagram by author, content by Alan Dilani)
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Fig. 7

Asklepeion of Corinth plan and section				
(reproduced by author from: http://www.indiana.edu, accessed July 2016)

27

Fig. 8

Reconstruction of a typical Asklepeion				
(http://www.pythontours.gr, accessed July 2016)

27

Fig. 9

Plan of a typical Valetudinaria 					
27
(reproduced by author from: http://www.paleopatologia.it, accessed July 2016)
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Fig 18

Diagram comparing a salutogenic approach to research with 		
a pathogenic approach
(reproduced by author from: http://www.dominicpote.co.uk/for-artbuyers/original-limited-edition-photography/salutogenic-design/)
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Diagram illustrating the four core hospital design principles as 		
identified by the Waitemata District Health Board (by author)
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Diagram illustrating the core hospital design principal which will		
be the focus of this project (by author)
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Fig. 21

Diagram illustrating the environmental design factors important to		
this project (by author)

Fig 22:

Photograph taken at the Mount Maunganui base track in New Zealand
(http://www.wisgoon.com/pin/11958620/, accessed August 2016)

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Fig. 26

Tree Restaurant, Koichi Takada Architects				
(http://www.dezeen.com, accessed July 2016)

52

Fig. 27

Metropol Parasol, Jurgen Mayer 					
(http://www.designboom.com/architecture, accessed August 2016)
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Fig. 28

Collection of different native NZ trees which could be referenced 		
in final design (by author)
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Fig. 29

Visual representation of materiality (by author) 			

55
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Fig. 30

Therme Vals, Peter Zumthor (Photograph by Rachel Ang		
http://amagazine.com.au, accessed May 2016)

55

43

Fig. 31

Plan of the Therme Vals showing different types of noise present		
56
(reproduced by author from: https://danilalonde.files.wordpress.com/2012/12/		
danifinalcasestudy.pdf)

Fig. 32

Plan of the Therme Vals showing water and linear skylights		
(reproduced by author from: http://wong-zi-xiu-bscarchapril2013.
blogspot.co.nz)

56

Fig. 33

Therme Vals, Peter Zumthor					
(http://www.kozep.bme.hu/light-shadow/, accessed April 2016)
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Fig. 34

Models exploring lighting effects					
(by author)
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Fig. 35

UNESCO Meditation Space, Tadao Ando				
(http://architectuul.com, accessed August 2016)

58

Fig. 23

Atrium of the Carlo Fidani Peel Regional Cancer Centre, Credit Valley
51
Hospital (Architect: Farrow Partnership Architects, Photographer: Mark
Roberts, http://markraynesroberts.com/luminosity-patterns-nature/, accessed
June 2016)
		
Fig. 24
Structural diagram of timber ‘branches’ of the Carlo Fidani Peel Regional
51
Cancer Centre, Credit Valley Hospital (http://www.architectmagazine.com
/technology, accessed June 2016) 			
Fig. 25

Tripoli Congress Centre, Tabanlioglu Architects			
(http://www.archdaily.com, accessed July 2016)
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Fig. 36

Cerro Pelon Ranch, Tadao Ando					
(http://architizer.com/blog/tom-ford-ranch/, accessed August 2016)

Models exploring light through time (by author)			

59

Fig. 46

Fig. 47
Illustration of light through time (reproduced by author from photograph
of Creo Hall, by Akira Sakomoto Casa, http://n-architektur.tumblr.com/
post/63547197995/creo-hall-akira-sakamoto-architect-associates

Fig. 37

Diagram illustrating the focus of this project on the building envelope
(by author)
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Fig. 38

Diagram illustrating the three components that comprise 		
the Sense of Coherence (by author)

61
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Fig. 48

Model exploring screening / sifting (by author)			
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Fig. 49

75

Illustration of direct light (reproduced by author, from photograph of
62
Therme Vals, architect Peter Zumthor, http://hotelsdesign.blogspot.co.nz
/2012/10/hotel-therme-vals-by-peter-zumthor-vals.html)			

Illustration of screening / sifting (reproduced by author from photograph
of Louvre Abu Dhabi by Jean Nouvel, http://www.e-architect.co.uk/
dubai/louvre-abu-dhabi-museum			

Fig. 50

Diagram showing design process (by author)				
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Fig. 40

Models exploring transluscent light (by author)			
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Fig. 51

Map of greater Auckland showing proposed site location 		
(reproduced by author from https://www.google.com/maps/)
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Fig. 41

Illustration of transluscent light (reproduced by author from photograph
of Ricola factory by Herzog de Meuron, http://www.detail.de)		
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Fig. 52

Map of North Shore Hospital Campus				
(reproduced by author from https://www.google.com/maps/)
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Fig. 42

Models exploring channelled light (by author)			
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Fig. 53

Site Plan of Existing North Shore Hospital (by author)			
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Fig. 43

llustration of channelled light (reproduced by author from photograph
66
of Koshino House by Tadao Ando, www.archdaily.com) 			

Fig. 54

Contour diagram of North Shore Hospital campus (reproduced by		
author from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/)
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Fig. 55

Building mass diagram of North Shore Hospital campus (reproduced by
author from http://maps.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aucklandcouncilviewer/)
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Fig. 56

Plan of typical patient room (by author)				
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Fig. 57

Plan of typical wards floor (by author)				
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Fig. 58

New hospital ward tower plan (by author)				
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Fig. 39

Fig. 44

Models exploring light for movement (by author)			

Fig. 45

Illustration of light for movement (reproduced by author from photograph
68
of Therme Vals by Peter Zumthor, www.archdaily.com) 		

Fig. 46

Models exploring light manipulation (by author)			
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Fig. 47

Illustration of light manipulation (reproduced by author from photograph
of Arab Institute by Jean Nouvel, www.archdaily.com) 			
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Fig. 59

New hospital ward tower section (by author)			
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Fig. 60

Existing site plan (by author)					
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Fig. 61

Proposed site plan (by author)					
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Fig. 62

Plan showing selected spaces within new tower (by author)		
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Fig. 63

View of ground floor entrance (by author) 				
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Fig. 64

View of atrium (by author)					
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Fig. 65

View of patient room showing direct light situation (by author)		
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Fig. 66

View of patient room showing filtered light situation (by author)		
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Fig. 67

View of whanau room (by author)			
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Fig. 68

View of staff work area (by author)				
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